To Wm. John Warner, Surveyor

Whereas Robt. Still of the County of Kent had informed that there are about two hundred acres of waste and ungranted lands in the said County on the drain of the North branch of Chappaquiddick joining to the lands of John Hall and Thomas Ledden. And requiring to have a survey of the same in order for obtaining a Grant thereof.

These are to empower you, the said John Warner, to make a true, just and accurate survey of the said Waste Lands, Provided this be the first Warrant hath issued for the same, and to require you to make a correct plot thereof describing the courses and distances per pole, also the buildings and boundaries of the several persons lands surrounding or adjacent. And when you joint not on any persons line with you are to do so when you can. Then you are to continue your Courses so as to make your plot as near a Square or Parallelogram as may be. A Return whereof with this Warrant you are to give into the Office any time before the 25th of December next ensuing. Given under my hand and seal of the Proprietors Office this fifth day of July 1739.

Wm. Warner